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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
CASE NO. 04-60573-CIV-MORENO

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION,
Plaintiff,
v.
MUTUAL BENEFITS CORP., et al.,
Defendants,
VIATICAL BENEFACTORS, LLC, et al.,
Relief Defendants.
__________________________________________/
RECEIVER’S APPLICATION FOR FINAL
FEE AWARD FOR RECEIVER’S COUNSEL
Roberto Martínez, as the court-appointed receiver (“Receiver”) of Mutual Benefits Corp.
(“MBC”), Viatical Benefactors, LLC (“VBLLC”), Viatical Services, Inc. (“VSI”), and Anthony
Livoti, Jr. and Anthony Livoti, Jr., P.A. solely in their capacity as trustee (“Livoti”), hereby files
this application for a final fee award for his counsel, the law firms of Colson Hicks Eidson and
Kozyak Tropin & Throckmorton, pursuant to the terms of their original retention in this matter.
INTRODUCTION
The MBC Receivership is nearly at its conclusion. The funds accumulated are ready to
be distributed to the investors who were the victims of MBC’s fraudulent conduct consistent with
the claims process approved by the Court in this case. VSI is in the process of being sold to a
new owner, which will allow for the servicing of the policies that have been kept by investors
going forward without the need for a Receivership. Although there is the potential for some
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additional recoveries of funds in the future, and there remains pending an appeal by certain
insurance companies of the final Sale Order entered by the Court, the time is now ripe to make a
distribution of the Receivership’s assets.
The Receiver’s counsel in this case were originally retained, with the Court’s approval, at
a substantially reduced hourly rate with the opportunity to apply at the conclusion of the matter
for a fee award based on the results obtained. The Receiver and his counsel, Colson Hicks
Eidson (“CHE”) and Kozyak Tropin and Throckmorton (“KTT”), are making such an
application at this time. The reduced bills and reductions made by the Court have resulted in
approximately $1,335,743 in fee reductions for the Receiver’s counsel. CHE and KTT have
worked on this matter at an average hourly rate of approximately $218 and $264, respectively.
This application is being made for a final fee award, and the Receiver and his counsel will not
submit any future applications for compensation (and have not submitted bills for any work done
since May 2009), although there will be continued work required of them on behalf of the
Receivership.1
The Receiver submits that the results obtained in this Receivership have been excellent.
The Receiver has over $117.5 million available for distribution. The investors who chose to sell
their policy interests (“Sell Investors”) should recover approximately 23% of the amount they
invested with MBC. The investors who chose to keep their policy interests (“Keep Investors”)
should recover approximately 13% of the amount they invested with MBC now, plus whatever
they ultimately receive in the future as a result of their decision to keep their investments (and
continue paying their share of premiums and administrative fees). This is just one measure of
the successful results of this Receivership which will be discussed in greater detail below.
1
The Receiver and his counsel have also not treated any of the time spent on this application as
time billable to the Receivership and have borne the cost of retaining the experts who have provided Affidavits in
connection with this application at their own expense.
2
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THE INITIAL RETENTION OF RECEIVER’S COUNSEL
The Receiver retained his law firm, CHE, to be primary counsel to the Receiver on all
litigation and general receivership matters. The terms of CHE’s retention were that CHE would
bill its partner time at the discounted flat rate of $350 per hour (where normal rates back in 2004
were $350 to $525 per hour) and would discount by 15% the rate charged for associates and
paralegals. However, CHE would be permitted to
make application for enhancement of fees based on all relevant
factors as set forth in Section 4-1.5 of the Rules of Professional
Conduct for determining a reasonable fee to be determined by the
Court, after review by the Receiver, application to the Court,
notice to all interested parties and hearing at an appropriate point
after conclusion of any significant settlement or resolution of the
entire matter.
[D.E. 67 at ¶ 9.] The Court approved of the Receiver’s retention of CHE by Order entered June
4, 2004. [D.E. 105].
The Receiver also retained KTT, based on its particular expertise in bankruptcy and
receivership issues. The terms of KTT’s retention were to bill for the time spent by any partner
at the flat rate of $350 per hour (while normal hourly rates back in 2004 for their partners ranged
from $310 to $600 per hour) and to discount by 15% the rates charged for associates or
paralegals. In addition, KTT was also permitted to “make application for an enhancement of
fees based on all relevant factors as set forth in Section 4-1.5 of the Rules of Professional
Conduct for determining a reasonable fee to be determined by the Court . . . at an appropriate
point after conclusion of any significant settlement or resolution of the entire matter.” [D.E. 61
at ¶ 8.] The Court approved of the Receiver’s retention of KTT by Order entered June 4, 2004.
[D.E. 108].
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A VERY BRIEF HISTORY OF THE RECEIVERSHIP
The Early Days. MBC was in the business of selling viatical settlement contracts. In a
viatical settlement contract, a provider like MBC would purchase the rights to the death benefits
on a life insurance policy from an insurance policyholder who was terminally ill or of advanced
age, and would then sell fractional interests in those death benefits to investors, who would
realize a return on their investment when the policyholder died.
This Receivership began in May 2004 as a result of the action brought by the Securities
and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) against MBC and its former principals, Joel Steinger, Leslie
Steinger, Steven Steiner and Peter Lombardi for violations of the federal securities laws by
selling unregistered securities and making fraudulent misrepresentations in the sale of those
securities.
At the inception of the Receivership, the Receiver’s immediate task was to get his “arms
around” MBC’s and VSI’s operations, which were then in full gear in three different locations
with a substantial number of employees. MBC occupied a full floor (and part of a second) of a
major downtown office building in Fort Lauderdale; VSI had its own office space at a separate
location; and VBLLC had a small office in Atlanta, Georgia. MBC had sold viatical settlements
to over 30,000 investors around the world, and VSI was administering over 7,000 insurance
policies with a face value in excess of $1.5 billion. The Receiver’s immediate responsibilities
from the Court were to preserve the status quo of MBC’s and VSI’s operations while litigation
proceeded over the Court’s jurisdiction and the SEC’s motion for a preliminary injunction
against MBC and its principals. The task of assuring that the premiums would continue to be
paid, the policies continue to be administered, and that no policy would be allowed to lapse was
a daunting one.

4
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The SEC Action. The SEC’s action was hotly contested from the start by MBC’s former
principals, who were represented by prominent and skilled defense counsel. At the inception of
this case, there was a substantial period of time in which there was significant doubt as to
whether the SEC’s action (and thus the Receivership) would be dismissed for lack of federal
jurisdiction. After vigorous litigation, this Court held that the viatical settlements sold by MBC
were indeed “securities” under the federal securities laws, and the Eleventh Circuit eventually
upheld that decision in SEC v. Mutual Benefits Corp., 408 F.3d 737 (11th Cir. 2005).
In addition, a lengthy evidentiary hearing (effectively a bench trial) was held before
Magistrate Judge Garber on the SEC’s motion for a preliminary injunction, throughout which the
Receiver and his counsel participated in discovery and other matters related to the hearing. The
Receiver was called as a witness at the hearing and cross-examined at length by defense counsel.
Magistrate Judge Garber eventually entered a 47-page Report & Recommendation in November
2004 finding that MBC and its principals had engaged on a Ponzi-type scheme and had made
fraudulent misrepresentations regarding the “life expectancies” of the insurance policies, and
recommending granting the SEC’s motion for a preliminary injunction. The preliminary
injunction was subsequently affirmed by this Court in February 2005 in an Order Granting
Preliminary Injunction [D.E. 712]. The Receiver also pursued litigation to have Joel and Leslie
Steinger held in contempt for violating the Court’s Asset Freeze Order, which included an
evidentiary hearing before Magistrate Judge Simonton.
In the SEC Action, the Defendants all eventually agreed to the entry of Consent Orders
and to pay disgorgement and civil fines of varying amounts to settle the SEC Action. (1) Joel
Steinger agreed to pay $9,500,000 in disgorgement and fines, of which the entire amount has
now been paid, including post-judgment interest, after the successful litigation of interpleader
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actions by the SEC and the Receiver in New Mexico and in Minnesota and litigation over the
proper calculation of the post-judgment interest due before this Court. (2) Leslie Steinger
agreed to pay $9,500,000 in disgorgement and fines, of which only $4,605,590.89 has been paid.
(Leslie Steinger is deceased, and the SEC, among others, has a collection action pending against
his Fort Lauderdale home). (3) Peter Lombardi agreed to pay $6,000,000 in disgorgement and
fines, all of which has been paid. (4) Steven Steiner, in a joint settlement of the SEC action and
the Receiver’s lawsuits against him, agreed to the payment of $3,925,000 in disgorgement and
fines, of which only $750,000 was ever voluntarily paid. The payments received from these
judgments total approximately $20,850,000.
The Policy Disposition Process. The fundamental dilemma in this Receivership was
that the enormous portfolio of insurance policies serviced by VSI also required an enormous sum
in premiums to be paid to keep the policies in force. While there were substantial sums available
in “premium escrow accounts” earmarked to pay these premiums at the inception of the
Receivership, the “burn rate” as a result of the cost of paying those premiums was also very high.
This put a fuse on a problem that could eventually result in massive lapses of policies for nonpayment of premiums if steps were not taken. A process for disposition of the policies, by sale
or otherwise, had to be implemented before the money available to pay the premiums ran out.
After extensive briefing, hearings and input and objections from diverse parties in
interest, this Court eventually entered an order authorizing a disposition process. Under the
Court’s Order on Disposition of Policies and Proceeds [D.E. 1339], a voting process was
implemented in which the investors were allowed to vote whether they wanted to sell their
policy, keep their policy by assuming the responsibility for payment of premiums themselves, or
allow their policy to lapse. The weighted majority vote (based on amount invested) controlled
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the decision as to each policy. To the Receiver’s knowledge, this was a unique approach in a
viatical settlement receivership and gave rise to unique issues and challenges.
The disposition process ultimately resulted in 3,052 policies being kept by the investors,
representing over $1 billion in face value. This required the Receiver and his team to scramble
to implement an entirely new system for VSI to handle the Keep Policies. Prior to the
Receivership, VSI and MBC had never billed investors to pay premiums and were not set up to
do so. The issue was further complicated by the problem that, inevitably, some investors on any
given policy (and some policies have over 100 different investors on them) would inevitably
default on paying their share of the premiums, which in turn required systems in place for
handling “shortfall” situations. A process and computer software system were developed and put
in place to handle all of this. This has resulted in all of the Keep Policies being successfully
managed to maximize their value by keeping them in force or, where shortfalls occurred,
allowing other investors on the policy to take on a larger portion of the policy, selling the
fractional interests in the policy or selling the entire policy through an auction process. No Keep
Policy has been lapsed as a result of inadvertence or mistake during the course of this
Receivership.
The disposition process also resulted in the Receiver being directed to sell approximately
3,400 policies with a face value of approximately $337 million. Through a variety of different
sale processes, including auctions of portfolios of policies and sales of certain individual
policies, the Receiver realized gross proceeds of nearly $29 million for the ultimate benefit of the
investors, which, after reimbursement of premium expenditures, has provided an additional $20
million for distribution to the Sell Investors in the “Policy Proceeds Pool.”

7
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Defensive Litigation. MBC was also involved in a wide variety of defensive litigation
around the country when the Receivership began. This included investor litigation in state and
federal courts, regulatory investigations and actions from various state insurance departments,
and other miscellaneous litigation. Prior to the Receivership, MBC had engaged some 72
lawyers and firms around the country, and had expended over $5.2 million in legal fees in 2003
alone, just to manage its various litigation and regulatory actions. The Receiver’s counsel
successfully managed this litigation to bring it to a conclusion at a minimum of cost and without
any funds being required in the form of settlements, penalties or fines.
Most notably, a short time after this Receivership was ordered by the Court, a group of
seventeen insurance companies (the “Intervening Insurers”) that issued life insurance policies
within the scope of the Receivership brought an ancillary complaint against the Receiver and the
Receivership Entities. The Intervening Insurers made sweeping allegations of a portfolio held by
MBC filled with insurance policies procured by fraud in an 84-page, 25-count Amended
Complaint alleging claims for fraud, civil conspiracy, RICO and violations of the Florida
Viatical Settlement Act. The Intervening Insurers also fought the Receiver at every step of the
way in this Receivership, objecting to the Receiver’s plans for disposition of the insurance
policies, and objecting to every sale of policies to date (including appealing every order
authorizing a sale of policies to the Eleventh Circuit). The Intervening Insurers claims, if
accepted, threatened to deplete the Receivership of in excess of $100 million in existing

insurance policy assets, among other things. This litigation ultimately resulted in an acrossthe-board victory for the Receiver and the victim investors in the Eleventh Circuit’s decision in
American United Life Insurance Co. v. Martinez, 480 F.3d 1043 (11th Cir. 2007).
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Offensive Litigation. The Receiver also initiated a variety of proactive litigation to
attempt to recover assets for the Receivership estate. This litigation, which is discussed in more
detail below, included (a) actions against MBC’s former principals and other insiders, (b) actions
against MBC’s former sales agents, (c) an action against MBC’s outside auditors, and (d) actions
against the recipients of various fraudulent transfers from MBC. These actions resulted in
successfully augmenting the amounts the MBC principals agreed to disgorge in the SEC action
(as well as assisting in collecting upon those amounts), the repayment of commissions by former
sales agents, the settlement of various fraudulent transfer actions, and an eve-of-trial settlement
for $3,500,000 against MBC’s former auditors.
A Class Action was also brought on behalf of the MBC investors against a number of
defendants. The Receiver’s counsel worked jointly with the Class Counsel to assist in achieving
a number of substantial settlements, including a settlement with MBC’s former outside counsel
Brinkley, McNerney Morgan Solomon & Tatum ($10,000,000), a settlement with a number of
banks that served as MBC’s “escrow agents” ($9,750,000), and a settlement with certain MBC
insiders including Peter Lombardi ($1,684,624).
The Claims Process. The Receiver also initiated a claims process to determine who
should be permitted to share in the pool of funds to be distributed by the Receiver and on what
basis. On April 3, 2008, the Court entered its Order Authorizing Claims Process [D.E. 2058].
The Receiver subsequently sent out 49,127 Claim Forms to every MBC investor whose policy
had not yet matured, as well as to other potential claimants and creditors. 36,922 Claim Forms
were ultimately returned. The Claim Form indicated that the Receiver intended to recommend to
the Court that the amount invested by each investor should be recognized as the investor’s claim
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amount (a “dollars invested” approach), but gave the investor an opportunity to disagree with
that amount and seek additional or different damages as his or her claim amount.
The great majority of the Claim Forms (87.7%) were returned without any objection to
the Receiver’s recommended claim amount. The Receiver’s team worked diligently to minimize
the number of Claim Forms that would be objected to by working directly with the investors to
resolve issues with numerous deficient Claim Forms that were returned. The Receiver also
successfully objected to claims brought by various trade creditors in order to maximize the
recovery to the investor victims (by subordinating roughly $600,000 in trade creditor claims).
Eventually, after briefing and hearing before the Court, the Court entered its Order
Granting Receiver’s Motion for Final Determination of Allowed Claims [D.E. 2188] in October
2008. The Court determined that the basis for all investors’ claims would be the amount
invested. The Court also determined that investors whose policies have matured before the date
when the distribution of the Receivership assets is made will not be entitled to share in the
distribution (having received the benefit of their investment).
The “Spin-Off” of VSI. Finally, the Receiver has also undertaken extensive efforts to
sell VSI to a new owner and operator. Because VSI is still administering approximately 2,700
“Keep Policies”, and because many of those policies will likely continue to need to be
administered well into the future, VSI needs to continue to function after this Receivership has
concluded. Thus, this was not a situtation where VSI could simply be dissolved and its fixed
assets sold. In addition, the Receiver was concerned that, once sold, VSI would be “on its own”
as a commerical enterpise and out of the control of the Receivership and the supervision of the
Court. Thus, equally as important as a goal was attempting to find an operator that could
continue to run the business in a way that will provide the best possible security and protections
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to the “Keep Investors” going forward. After an open auction process, the Receiver sought
approval of the sale of VSI to a new owner for $1,000,000, which includes provisions (such as a
Trustee to serve as the owner of the Keep Policies) intended to accomplish that goal.
WHAT THE RECEIVER HAS AVAILABLE TO DISTRIBUTE
The Receiver has a total of approxiamtely $117.5 million to distribute to the victim
investors. A schedule showing the cash balances of the Receivership accounts comprising that
total is attached as Exhibit A. Other than a de minimis amount left over from certain preReceivership bank accounts, this sum represents “new money” made available to compensate the
victims through various efforts. This sum is comprised of two pools of assets.
● In the Asset Recovery Pool, there is a balance of $97,268,654. This is not a final
figure. There is also a current balance of approximately $3,992,882 in the MBC operating
account, and there are other sums that may still be obtained and added to this pool, such as
unclaimed funds and interest from the Union Planters distribution of the “pre-closing” investor
funds (which are in excess of $3 million).
● In the Policy Proceeds Pool, there is a balance of $20,287,041. This is a final figure,
as there are no additional policies to be sold.
Based on the Court’s Order Approving Receiver’s Plan of Distribution of Receivership
Estate [D.E. 2257], all investors who have not had their policy interest mature as of the date of
distribution will share pro rata in the Asset Recovery Pool. The investors on Sell Policies will
also share pro rata in the Policy Proceeds Pool. The Receiver estimates that the Sell Investors
should recover approximately 23% of the amount they invested with MBC. The Keep Investors
should recover approximately 13% of the amount they invested with MBC, plus whatever they
ultimately receive as a result of their decision to keep their investments.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE ASSETS RECOVERED AND THE
VALUE PRESERVED BY THE RECEIVER AND HIS COUNSEL
The purpose of this section is to highlight what the Receiver considers to be some of the
key results achieved by the Receiver and his counsel. They are (a) certain litigation recoveries,
(b) the protection of assets from loss through litigation, and (c) other forms of asset preservation
and recovery.
A.

Litigation-Related Recoveries.

● Spear Safer & Harmon. In the accounting malpractice lawsuit against MBC’s former
accountants, Spear Safer & Harmon, the Receiver faced a number of hurdles to bringing the case,
including defeating challenges to the Receiver’s standing and overcoming the “in pari delicto
defense”. In addition, the Receiver relied on an aggressive “deepening insolvency” theory (that
is, that Spear Safer’s conduct allowed MBC to continue in existence and deepen its own
insolvency thereby causing it damages) in its claims. Judge Dmitrouleas, in an order denying
Spear Safer’s motion for summary judgment, stated that “the trend in recent cases appears to cast
doubt on the continuing validity of the deepening insolvency theory as a viable cause of action or
damages theory,” but nonetheless allowed the Receiver to proceed if he could show damages that
were in fact caused by Spear Safer’s negligence. See Order Denying Motion for Summary
Judgment [Doc. 61] at pp. 8-9, in Case No. 06-60727. By pressing this case to the eve of trial
despite these obstacles, the Receiver obtained $3,500,000 for the investors that would not
otherwise have been part of the pool of assets to distribute. This recovery standing alone more
than covers all of the fees paid to the Receiver and CHE for the entire five years of this
Receivership.
● Other Litigation Recoveries. The Receiver’s counsel also undertook a variety of other
offensive litigation, including (a) actions to recover fraudulent transfers in the form of payments
12
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made from MBC funds to pay for the former principals’ personal expenses (which resulted in
over $300,000 in recoveries), see, e.g., Martinez v. American Express Travel Related Servs. Co.,
2007 WL 1695339 (S.D. Fla. June 8, 2007) (Cohn, J.) (denying American Express’ motion for
summary judgment); (b) litigation with MBC’s former outside law firms to recover pre-paid
retainers in the possession of the firms (which resulted in over $800,000 in recoveries); (c)
actions to recover certain commissions paid to MBC’s former sales agents (which resulted in
over $140,000 in recoveries); and (d) collection efforts to collect on the judgments entered
against MBC’s former principals (which added over $340,000 to the amounts disgorged by the
former principals). The total litigation recoveries from these various sources added $1,666,649
to the Receivership’s asset pool.
● Class Action Litigation Recoveries. In addition, parallel to the actions brought by the
Receiver, the Class Counsel also brought actions against certain third parties. The Receiver has
worked jointly with the Class Counsel to varying degrees in the prosecution of these actions and
has assisted in the settlement of these actions, which resulted in a gross recovery of $21,434,624
for the victim investors. The three settlements reached by the Class Action with the Receiver’s
participation are as follows:
(1) Brinkley McNerney Morgan Solomon & Tatum, LLP & Michael McNerney.
Class Counsel and the Receiver jointly asserted claims against attorney Michael J.
McNerney and the law firm of Brinkley McNerney Morgan Solomon & Tatum, LLP, the
former primary counsel to MBC, for, among other claims, professional malpractice.
These claims were jointly settled for $10,000,000. The Class Counsel and the Receiver
moved jointly for approval of the settlement. The Class Counsel requested an award of
attorney’s fees at that time, but the Receiver reserved his opportunity to seek a fee
enhancement for his work in connection with these settlements to a later date. [Case No.
04-21160, D.E. 470, at p. 1 n. 1]. The Court awarded a fee of 25% of the settlement
amount to Class Counsel. See Order and Final Judgment [Case No. 04-21160, D.E. 477
13
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at ¶ 33]. As this Court noted in its Order giving final approval to the settlement, “Lead
Plaintiffs and the Receiver will have achieved an excellent result for the Class Members –
one that will provide the Class with a substantial monetary recovery very early on in this
Action that will, among other things, prevent BMMST and McNerney from wasting the
proceeds of their insurance policies on their attorneys in further defense of this Action.”
Id. at ¶ 22.
(2) Peter Lombardi, Anthony Livoti, Mark Pettyjohn. The Class Counsel and the
Receiver jointly asserted claims against Peter Lombardi (the former President of MBC),
Anthony Livoti, Jr. (the former Trustee for MBC), and Mark Pettyjohn (an MBC sales
agent), among other individuals. A settlement in the total amount of $1,684,624 was
reached with these individuals ($1,500,000 of which was from Lombardi and was aboveand-beyond what he had already paid to settle the SEC action against him). The Class
Counsel and the Receiver moved jointly for approval of the settlement. The Class
Counsel requested an award of attorney’s fees at that time, but the Receiver reserved his
opportunity to seek a fee enhancement for his work in connection with these settlements
to a later date. [Case No. 04-21160, D.E. 800 at p. 1 n. 1]. The Court awarded a fee of
25% of the settlement amount. See Order and Final Judgment [Case No. 04-21160, D.E.
808] at ¶ 29. As this Court noted in its Order giving final approval to the settlement,
“Lead Plaintiffs and the Receiver will have achieved an excellent result for the Class
Members – one that will provide the Class with a substantial monetary recovery and
avoid the possibility of further litigation resulting in judgments which were not
collectable.” Id. at ¶ 20.
(3) Bank Defendants (Citibank, N.A., Union Planters Bank, N.A., American
Express Tax & Business Services, Inc.). The Class Counsel also pursued an action
against certain banks that had served as escrow agents for MBC, an action in which the
Receiver assisted, but was much less directly involved than in the above actions. The
action against the bank defendants resulted in a $9,750,000 settlement. The Class
Counsel and the Receiver moved jointly for approval of the settlement. [Case No. 0421160, D.E. 932] The Court awarded Class Counsel a fee of 30% of the settlement
amount. See Order Approving Settlement [Case No. 04-21160, D.E. 941, at ¶ 26].
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Defensive Litigation to Protect Insurance Policies.

A short time after this Receivership was ordered by the Court, a group of seventeen
insurance companies (the “Intervening Insurers”) that issued life insurance policies within
the scope of the Receivership brought an ancillary complaint against the Receiver and the
Receivership Entities. The Intervening Insurers made sweeping allegations of a portfolio
held by MBC filled with insurance policies procured by fraud. The Intervening Insurers
eventually filed an 84-page, 25-count Amended Complaint alleging claims for fraud, civil
conspiracy, RICO and violations of the Florida Viatical Settlement Act in which they sought
compensatory damages, treble damages under RICO, punitive damages, and a declaration
that an unspecified number of the policies they issued were void ab initio.
According to the Intervening Insurers, “an astounding percentage of policies sold to
investors were actually procured by fraud,” and “perhaps as many as 40% to 50% of
[MBC’s] policies are tainted by fraud.” See Plaintiff Insurers’ Brief in Opposition to
Receiver’s Motion to Dismiss [D.E. 49] in Case No. 04-6113-Civ-Moreno. The Intervening
Insurers calculated that they had issued 1,700 of the policies administered by the Receiver
and that “a substantial proportion of their policies, perhaps as many as 40%, had been
procured through fraud.” American United Life Insurance Co. v. Martinez, 480 F.3d 1043,
1049 (11th Cir. 2007).2

2

The Intervening Insurers also fought the Receiver at every step of the way in this Receivership,
objecting to the Receiver’s plans for disposition of the insurance policies, and objecting to every sale of policies to
date (including appealing every order authorizing a sale of policies to the Eleventh Circuit). Indeed, the Court’s
order approving the sale of a final portfolio of insurance policies by the Receiver has also been appealed to the
Eleventh Circuit by the Intervening Insurers. The Receiver’s brief was recently filed in that case, and the appeal is
pending.
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The Intervening Insurers were never precise in the exact amount of damages they
sought. However, their claims, if recognized and borne out, threatened to deplete the
Receivership of in excess of $100 million in existing insurance policy assets and a refusal to
pay over $15 million in then-pending death benefits.
This litigation ultimately resulted in an across-the-board victory for the victim investors.
The Eleventh Circuit issued a 62-page decision affirming this Court’s dismissal of the
Intervening Insurers’ claims. See American United Life Insurance Co. v. Martinez, 480 F.3d
1043 (11th Cir. 2007). In fact, instead of having an unspecified number of insurance policies
voided or an award of tens or hundreds of millions of dollars in damages as sought, the lawsuit
resulted in the Intervening Insurers eventually paying out $3,550,000 in death benefits on four of
the specific insurance policies they originally challenged.3
In sum, this defensive litigation effort preserved and created substantial monetary value
for the victim investors. Just the $3,550,000 in death benefits that the insurers agreed to pay (and
would not have paid otherwise) standing alone nearly covers the fees paid to the Receiver’s
counsel for the entire five-year history of this Receivership. More broadly, if the Intervening
Insurers’ claims had prevailed even in part, the Receiver would now be distributing a far smaller
pool of assets to the victim investors.
C.

Other Asset Recoveries.

The Receiver has also amassed significant assets for distribution through other means.
First, the Receiver managed to preserve the policies held by Sell Investors by, among other
things, advancing premiums to keep them in force, so that they could be sold for their highest
value. By strategically dividing the policies up into portfolios and individual policies, the
3

The specific policies that the Intervening Insurers initially attacked, but subsequently paid the death
benefits on were for (1) Wendell Mullins (a $1 million policy), (2) Wendell Mullins (a second $1 million policy), (3)
Jack Johnson (a $50,000 policy), and (4) Gerald Metoyer (a $1.5 million policy).
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Receiver conducted multiple auction processes through which all of the sellable policies were
successfully sold. In connection with the sale of one particularly large policy (the B_ C_ policy),
which was owned primarily by MBC, the Receiver, after conducting an auction of the policy,
determined that the highest auction bid was insufficient and rejected the bid in accordance with
the auction procedures. The Receiver subsequently undertook additional efforts to market the
policy which resulted in the ultimate purchase price for the policy (of $10.25 million). This
represented an increase of $5,650,000 in the consideration received for the policy – an amount
that, standing alone, is significantly more than the total amount of CHE’s and KTT’s fees over
the entire five-year course of this Receivership. By means of other sale efforts for the portfolio
of policies designated for sale, the Receiver obtained a gross amount of $28,903,970 from the
sale of policies held by Sell Investors.
Second, the Receiver also generated substantial value for the investors by stepping in to
protect Keep Policies where investors on the policy defaulted on their premium obligations. As a
result of the disposition process, there were 3,052 insurance policies where a majority of the
investors decided to keep the policy in the voting process. However, when these investors were
sent an invoice for their share of the premiums to keep the policy in force, some or all of them
declined to pay their share of the premiums. To date, there have been defaults by investors on
approximately 15,859 investment interests, representing approximately $300 million in interests
in death benefits. So, the policies became either completely “unsubscribed” policies or “partially
subscribed” policies. For these policies, instead of allowing them to lapse, the Receiver took
various steps to try to preserve the value of the policies, including by surrendering the policy to
receive some cash value for it. For the partially-subscribed policies, the Receiver used
Receivership funds to preserve the fractional interests in the policies. These fractional interests
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were then subsequently sold at auction or, fortuitously, the policy matured and the Receivership
received that portion of the death benefit. Perhaps most fortuitously, the Receiver was able to
find an institutional buyer to purchase fractional interests in the partially-subscribed policies –
interests that are normally considered to be unsellable in the marketplace. These actions resulted
in preventing a large number of policies from lapsing and instead generated approximately
$27,500,000 in value for inclusion in the assets to be distributed by the Receiver.
DISCUSSION OF FEE ENHANCEMENT REQUEST
THE APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS
The leading case in this District regarding an award of attorney’s fees in a comparable
receivership case is Walco Investments, Inc. v. Thenen, 975 F. Supp. 1468 (S.D. Fla. 1997)
(Moreno, J.), known as the Premium Sales Receivership, a case with which this Court is most
familiar. In that case, the receiver and his counsel and plaintiffs’ class counsel worked together
to obtain recoveries for victim investors who had been defrauded into investing in a grocery
diverting operation that was in fact a Ponzi scheme. The receiver’s counsel and plaintiffs’
counsel worked under a “hybrid fee arrangement whereby the attorneys would receive interim
payments at a substantially reduced hourly rate with a final enhancement or reduction of fees
based on the amount recovered.” Id. at 1470. The Court ultimately awarded the law firms
involved a fee enhancement in the form of 15% of the common fund of $141 million that they
had generated they had generated -- or $21,178,277 in fees. See id. at 1469. The law firms had
been paid $7,525,200 in interim attorney fees already, so the net additional amount awarded was
$13,653,077.
Although not a perfect comparison, this case is most analogous to Walco in several
respects. As in Walco, the Receiver’s counsel here were engaged on a similar “hybrid fee
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arrangement”; the Receiver’s counsel engaged in a “fragmented litigation against [a] diverse
group of defendants”; the matter presented difficult and sometimes novel legal and factual
issues; and the Receiver’s counsel likewise agree that they will not seek any additional fees. Cf.
Walco, 975 F. Supp. at 1470. There are also material differences with Walco that should be
noted, including the fact that the value generated by the Receiver’s counsel in this case is not
solely in the form of a “common fund”; the funds available for distribution are not all or solely a
result of the Receiver’s work; and there was significant monetary value preserved by the
Receiver’s counsel that is not reflected in the simple dollar figures of what is available for
distribution.
In determining the fee enhancement award in Walco, this Court relied on the analysis set
forth in Camden I Condominium Association, Inc. v. Dunkle, 946 F.2d 768, 774-75 (11th Cir.
1991). In Camden I, the Eleventh Circuit held that attorneys’ fees in common fund-type cases
should be based on a reasonable percentage of the fund established for the benefit of the victims.
The Eleventh Circuit noted that while “[t]here is no hard and fast rule mandating a certain
percentage of a common fund which may reasonably be awarded as a fee,” 25% of the common
fund is a “benchmark” which “may be adjusted in accordance with the individual circumstances
of each case.” Id.
The Eleventh Circuit discussed the non-exclusive factors a court should consider in
selecting the appropriate percentage of a common fund which may reasonably be awarded as a
fee. These factors include: (1) the time and labor required; (2) the novelty and difficulty of the
questions; (3) the skill required to perform the legal services properly; (4) the preclusion of other
employment; (5) the customary fee; (6) whether the fee is fixed or contingent; (7) the time
limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances; (8) the amount involved and the results
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obtained; (9) the experience, reputation, and ability of the attorneys; (10) the “undesirability” of
the case; (11) the nature and length of the professional relationship with the client; and (12)
awards in similar cases. See Camden I, 946 F.2d at 775. Furthermore, the Eleventh Circuit also
held that courts must also consider “any non-monetary benefits conferred upon the class by the
settlement,” and any additional factors unique to the particular case. Id.4
ANALYSIS OF THE “CAMDEN I FACTORS.”
1.

The Time and Labor Required.

This Receivership has indisputably taken a huge amount of time and effort to handle and
now bring to a conclusion. The Receivership has been in place since May 2004 – roughly five
years from start to finish. Measured purely on the number of hours involved, a total of 18,740
hours have been spent on this matter by the Receiver, CHE and KTT. More importantly though,
the Receiver submits that the time spent has been extremely efficient in light of the nature and
complexity of this Receivership, the pressures and complexities entailed in preserving the value
of the Receivership assets, and the results achieved.
After the initial crush of activity when the SEC action was first brought and the
Receivership first put in place, the Receiver’s counsel has staffed this matter very leanly. At
KTT, there has been one principal attorney handling the matter throughout. At CHE, in addition

4

Rule 4-1.5(b)(1) of the Rules Regulating the Florida Bar, which was referenced in the initial
retention of CHE and KTT, also sets forth factors to be considered as guides in determining a reasonable fee. These
factors largely overlap with the Camden I factors and are: (A) the time and labor required, the novelty, complexity,
and difficulty of the questions involved, and the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly; (B) the
likelihood that the acceptance of the particular employment will preclude other employment by the lawyer; (C) the
fee, or rate of fee, customarily charged in the locality for legal services of a comparable or similar nature; (D) the
significance of, or amount involved in, the subject matter of the representation, the responsibility involved in the
representation, and the results obtained; (E) the time limitations imposed by the client or by the circumstances and,
as between attorney and client, any additional or special time demands or requests of the attorney by the client; (F)
the nature and length of the professional relationship with the client; (G) the experience, reputation, diligence, and
ability of the lawyer or lawyers performing the service and the skill, expertise, or efficiency of effort reflected in the
actual providing of such services; and (H) whether the fee is fixed or contingent, and, if fixed as to amount or rate,
then whether the client's ability to pay rested to any significant degree on the outcome of the representation.
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to the Receiver, there has been one principal attorney handling offensive and defensive litigation
throughout the receivership and one attorney handling operational and investor issues. The
number of attorneys billing on this “file” has remained very limited.
The Receiver also took steps to reduce the amount of legal fees that would be billed – to
the benefit of the Receivership estate – by, among other things, using an in-house counsel at
MBC/VSI to handle much of the day-to-day work (such as dealing with insurance company
issues and disputes and handling issues raised by counsel for various investors around the world)
that would otherwise have been handled by attorneys at CHE or KTT. In addition, the Receiver
used staff at VSI to function as a “customer service” department to handle as many investor
inquiries and issues as possible in house, with only the most difficult or unresolvable issues and
disputes being addressed by the Receiver’s counsel. Again, while this sort of work might
ordinarily have been handled by attorneys at CHE or KTT, the Receiver reduced the costs to the
Receivership (and the fees billed by CHE and KTT) by having as much of this work performed
“in house” at VSI as possible.
By way of comparision, in the “Lancer Receivership” (SEC v. Lauer, Case No. 0380612-Civ-Marra), another SEC receviership that is pending in this District, a Receiver was
appointed in July 2003 to wind down the affairs of the Lancer hedge funds, which like the MBC
Receivership has required, among other things, the disposition of untraditonal assets (large
holdings in unlisted securities) as well as affirmative litigation. As of March 31, 2009, the
professionals (including professionals other than legal counsel) retained by the Receiver in that
case have been paid a total of approximately $36 million in fees and costs, including $16.9
million to the Receiver’s law firm. The Receiver has collected aproximately $54.5 million from
the sale of assets and $9.7 million in litigation recoveries. See Notice of Filing Receiver’s
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Twelfth Statuts Report Dated April 30, 2009 [D.E. 2259], at p. 16, in Case No. 03-80612-CivMarra. This is not an apples-to-apples comparison, as every receivership presents its unique
challenges. (Nor is it meant as any criticism of the Lancer Receivership: both CHE and KTT
have also worked on that matter as special counsel to the Receiver and as Class Counsel,
respectively.) It is simply offered as one point of comparison to show that the MBC
Receivership has been conducted very efficiently and economically.
2.

The Novelty and Difficulty of the Questions.

This Receivership required a high level of skill due to the nature of the fraudulent
scheme, the complexity of the operations necessary to preserve the value of the over 7,000
insurance policies originally administered by the Receiver, and the vigorous and aggressive
opposition the Receiver encountered from other litigants, including the Intervening Insurers. The
case involved novel and difficult legal issues, such as the accounting malpractice litigation
against Spear Safer and the defensive litigation against the Intervening Insurers. And it involved
novel and difficult operational issues, such as the efforts to prevent any policies from lapsing by
mistake or shortfall in premiums and the efforts to implement a unique system where the Keep
Investors could continue to hold their policy interests during and beyond this Receivership.
3.

The Skill Required to Perform the Legal Services Properly.

The Receiver submits that substantial skill and expertise were required to manage this
Receivership successfully, including substantial legal skill in the area of securities fraud,
complex business litigation, insurance litigation, professional malpractice, and commercial law
and receivership law more generally.
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Preclusion from Other Employment.

The Receiver’s counsel, although spending substantial amounts of time on this matter and
treating this as a “top priority” case, have not been precluded from accepting any other
engagements as a result of the privilege of working in this matter. It is worth noting though that
the greatest investment of time was required by the Receiver and his counsel during the first few
months of this case in order to get their “arms around” MBC and VSI and its operations, to
ensure that no policies would lapse, and to deal with the immediate flurry of litigation and
related issues. The Receiver and professionals from CHE and KTT dropped virtually everything
they were working on to devote themselves to this task on a beyond-full-time basis. Then, as
soon as things were under control, they stepped away from the matter so that it could be handled
by lower cost paralegals and staff at MBC and VSI.
During this initial period of time, there was significant doubt as to whether the SEC’s
action (and thus the Receivership) would be dismissed for lack of federal jurisdiction. This
Court held that the viatical settlements sold by MBC were indeed “securities” under the federal
securities laws, and the Eleventh Circuit eventually upheld that decision in May 2005 in SEC v.
Mutual Benefits Corp., 408 F.3d 737 (11th Cir. 2005). Until that decision a full year after the
Receivership began though, there was significant uncertainty and significant risk that the
Receivership could be summarily dissolved for lack of jurisdiction, leaving the Receiver and his
counsel at significant risk of non-payment for the substantial amount of time they were investing
in the case at its inception. At the time of the Eleventh Circuit’s ruling, the Receiver’s counsel
had over $1.7 million in time invested in the case, including roughly $500,000 in accrued but
unpaid fees – and thus at serious risk of non-payment. The Receiver’s counsel also faced the
possibility that, if jurisdiction was found to be lacking, they would be the targets of lawsuits by
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the former principals of MBC for recoupment of all fees paid, for claimed damage to the
business or otherwise.
5.

The Customary Fee.

The customary fee for a matter of this size and complexity would be the normal fee
charged by commercial lawyers and litigators experienced enough to handle this type of matter,
which in the modern legal market could either be in the form of a straight hourly rate or a hybrid
of a reduced hourly rate combined with a contingency fee. The Receiver retained CHE and
KTT, with the Court’s approval, at substantially reduced hourly rates based on 2004 rates with
the ability to seek a fee enhancement at an appropriate juncture. In addition, neither the Receiver
nor his professionals have sought to increase their rates since 2004 in this matter, as would have
been done with an ordinary commercial client.5 The reduced rate represents a reduction of
approximately 40-45% based on current hourly rates. CHE has worked on this matter at an
average hourly rate of $218 per hour. Taking this into account, CHE has reduced its bills to the
Receivership by approximately $675,828 through May 31, 2009. In addition, based upon
reduced fee awards by the Court, CHE’s bills have been reduced by an additional sum of
$187,121. The total reduced payments are thus approximately $862,948. See Exhibit B (CHE
Fee Chart).
Similarly, KTT billed at the agreed-upon reduced hourly rate from its 2004 rates and has
not sought to increase its rates since 2004 in this matter as would have been done with an
ordinary commercial client. The reduced rate represents a reduction of approximately 40-45%
based on current hourly rates. KTT has worked on this matter at an average hourly rate of $264
per hour. Taking this into account, KTT has reduced its bills to the Receivership by
5
In addition, both the Receiver and his counsel have practiced very “conservative” billing practices in
this case, by routinely declining to bill for time spent on miscellaneous tasks, such as responding to numerous calls
and e-mails from victim investors and their counsel and, as a practice, recording their time spent conservatively.
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approximately $294,709 through May 31, 2009. In addition, based upon reduced fee awards by
the Court, KTT’s bills have been reduced by an additional sum of $178,086. The total reduced
payments are thus approximately $472,795. See Exhibit C (KTT Fee Chart).
6.

Whether the Fee Was Fixed or Contingent.

A portion of the compensation was fixed at a reduced hourly rate, and a portion of the
compensation was in the form of the opportunity to apply for a fee enhancement at the
conclusion of the matter based on the results obtained. The Receiver’s professionals thus had, on
the one hand, the security of knowing that they would receive a reduced hourly fee for their
effort. CHE (including the Receiver) has been paid a total of $2,475,458. KTT has been paid a
total of $1,400,623. The Receiver is mindful of the Court’s comments in Walco, regarding the
benefits of receiving interim fee awards, that “the presence of a consistently paying client for
four years, even at a reduced hourly rate, would warm the heart, let alone the pocketbook, of
even the most successful securities litigator.” Walco, 975 F. Supp. at 1472. The same is true in
this case.
However, the Receiver and his professionals also bore the risk that they would not be
fully compensated for their efforts unless a successful result was obtained. They also bore the
risk that they would not be compensated for their initial work in this matter if federal court
jurisdiction was lacking or that they would be subject to lawsuits from MBC’s former principals
and their aggressive defense team for recoupment of amounts paid or other “damage” to the
business. The reduced bills and reductions made by the Court have resulted in approximately
$1,335,743 in fee reductions for the Receiver’s counsel. In addition, the Receiver’s counsel have
not billed for any time spent on this matter since May 2009 and will not bill for any time for the
work required in carrying out the claims process and formally winding down this Receivership.
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Time Limitations Imposed by the Client or the Circumstances.

This case posed significant time restraints and required significant resources at certain
critical points in time. At the inception of the Receivership, the Receiver faced the immediate
concern of insuring that, despite the shut-down of MBC, all premiums on all policies would
continue to be paid. And, as the Receivership unfolded, the Receiver faced the ongoing problem
of determining how, in light of a decreasing pool of premium funds available, to prevent
widespread lapses of policies. As part of the disposition process, when it became apparent that a
large number of investors would choose to keep their insurance policies, the Receiver and his
professionals had to scramble to create and implement an untested system for billing investors
for their share of premiums – and dealing with “shortfalls” when investors changed their minds
about paying their share of the premiums. It is one of the sources of pride in this Receivership
that, through this all, no policy was allowed to lapse by accident or mistake.
8.

Amount Involved and the Results Obtained.

The MBC fraud is reportedly one of the largest viatical settlement frauds in the United
States and one of the largest Ponzi-schemes to have taken place in Florida. Based on the claims
submitted, and measured by the dollars invested, the loss to investors is approximately $746
million. Based on the size and quantity of the assets involved, the Receiver had to administer
over 7,000 insurance policies with a face value of over $1.5 billion at the inception of this case.
The Receiver has over $117 million available for distribution. The amounts involved in this case
are big by any measure.
As far as results obtained, the Receiver submits that they have been excellent. It is
difficult to find direct comparisons, as the MBC case is unique in many ways. However, in one
ongoing conservatorship in Florida involving a viatical settlement company called Future First
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Financial Group, Inc., which started in 2002, the conservator has estimated that the investors will
ultimately receive between 12 and 15 percent of their original investment once all future
distributions have been made. See www.insurance-conservator.com. The MBC receivership has
thus resulted in a higher return to the victim investors in a shorter period of time.
As another point of comparison, these results have been achieved in a very cost-effective
manner. The Receiver has submitted an expert affidavit from Fred Caruso, an experienced
financial advisor in bankruptcy, reorganization, trusteeship and receivership proceedings.
Among other things, the Caruso Affidavit contracts the results and costs of a comparable viatical
receivership, known as “RRL,” with the MBC Receivership.
MBC v. RRL
MBC

RRL

# of policies involved

7,322

1,065

# of investors involved

30,000+

5

Face value of policies
involved

$1.5 billion

$2.6 billion

“Keep Policies”
involved?

Yes (2,700 currently)

No (all policies sold at 1 auction)

Length of time req’d

62 months

22 months

Total cost of relevant
professional fees

$4,674,356

$10,608,146

It is difficult to come up with a true apples-to-apples comparison of viatical receiverships.
However, the MBC receivership was arguably a significantly more complex receivership than
the RRL matter, because it involved (a) a much larger number of retail investors, (b) a much
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larger number of policies and (c) required the implementation of a complex process for keeping
policies. Yet the MBC receivership has been conducted at a cost in professional fees that is
approximately $5.9 million less than the costs incurred in the RRL matter.
The Receiver acknowledges that this is not a traditional common fund case though. It is
not possible to simply state that the Receiver’s professionals generated a common fund of $X.
Some of the recoveries that the Receiver obtained, or assisted in obtaining, are dollar amounts
that resulted from settlements or other litigation efforts and do represent a traditional common
fund. Other recoveries, though, should not be considered part of a common fund. Specifically,
the payments received from the defendants in the SEC action total approximately $20,850,000.
While the Receiver brought pressure to bear on the defendants to settle these actions by, among
other things, bringing separate lawsuits against the defendants and certain of their assets (such as
Joel Steinger’s horse farms) and assisted in collection efforts against the defendants, the SEC is
responsible for obtaining the judgments, and the Receiver does not “claim credit” for these sums.
And other amounts obtained by the Receiver that are now available for distribution
reflect other benefits obtained for the victims, such as the skillful management of existing assets
to preserve or create tens of millions of dollars in value, and the skillful disposition of other nontraditional assets to obtain maximum value. These factors should also be considered in
determining the appropriateness of a fee award. For example, in Gaskill v. Gordon, 942 F. Supp.
382, 388 (N.D. Ill. 1996), the court awarded a fee based on 38% of the total fund available for
distribution to victim investors generated by a Receiver and his counsel and plaintiffs’ counsel in
connection with a Ponzi scheme where investors were induced to purchase interests in phony or
unrpofitable real estate partnerships. The court noted that the case did not involved a “typical
fund scenario,” because the common fund was comprised, in part, of “various neglected and
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unprofitable properties that needed to be managed, improved, and sold before any money could
be distributed.” Id. at 387. Here, by analogy, the common fund is comprised of assets obtained
as a result of successful management and sale of viatical settlements.
Perhaps most importantly, the Receiver and his counsel protected the investors’ assets
from a number of very serious risks, including the risk of loss of policies for non-payment of
premiums, and the risk of loss of policies (or other damages) as a result of attacks from the
Intervening Insurers. The Intervening Insurers were not precise in the exact amount of damages
they sought through their collateral attacks on the assets administered by the Receiver. However,
their claims, if recognized and borne out, threatened to deplete the Receivership of in excess of
$100 million in existing insurance policy assets and a refusal to pay over $15 million in thenpending death benefits. These defensive monetary benefits are as significant as the offensive
monetary recoveries.
These types of benefits can and should also be considered in determinig the
apppropriateness of a final fee award in this case. When considering the total value of a result
achieved for the victims for purposes of calculating a fee award under Camden I, the court
should consider both the direct monetary benefits obtained and the indirect monetary benefits
obtained or other non-monetary relief. See Camden I, 946 F.2d at 775. See also Sheppard v.
Consolidated Edison Co., 2002 WL 2003206, at *7 (E.D.N.Y. 2002) (in valuing total settlement
for percentage-based attorney’s fee award, court included “an estimated $5 million in nonmonetary, injunctive relief”); Steiner v. Williams, 2001 WL 604035, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. 2001)
(“Although the settlement in this action did not involve the payment of money by the defendants,
counsel may nonetheless recover a fee if the settlement conferred a substantial non-monetary
benefit.”); Kalan v. Rand, 192 F.3d 60, 70 (2d Cir. 1999) (noting “well-established [rule] that
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non-monetary benefits . . . may supprt a fee award”).
9.

Experience, Reputation, and Ability of the Attorneys.

The Receiver respectfully submits that his counsel, both at CHE and KTT, enjoy a fine
reputation among the bench and bar in this District for their professionalism and work ethic. The
Receiver’s counsel are particularly experienced at receivership-related litigation and plaintiffs’
class action litigation. CHE and KTT attorneys have served as receivers and trustees, as counsel
to receivers and trustees, and as class counsel in many of the most noteworthy receiverships in
this District, including In re U.S. Oil & Gas, In re Premium Sales Corp., In re Financial
Federated Title & Trust, Inc., and In re Lancer Offshore Fund.
10.

The “Undesirability” of the Case.

This case was not undesirable. The Receiver and his counsel have been privileged to
work on this matter. Both CHE and KTT regularly represent the victims of frauds and other
wrongdoing and take pride in their efforts to assist their clients in these types of matters.
However, it is worth noting that the case did come with certain risks attached. As noted
above, the Receiver and his counsel spent substantial amounts of time and effort working on this
matter during a period in which it was uncertain whether federal jurisdiction would be sustained
over the SEC action and the Receivership – and thus a risk of non-payment or facing suit for
recoupment of payments by MBC’s former principals. The sheer size of the Receivership at the
inception – 7,322 insurance policies with a face value in excess of $1.5 billion – also created
risks to the Receiver of repercussions in the event that the Receiver was not successful in
maintaining all of the policies in force.
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In addition, in any case where the Receivership Entities perpetrated a fraud on “retail
investors,” the Receiver will inevitably face loads of criticism from the victims when he or she
steps into the shoes of the wrongdoers. The victim investors were in many cases extremely
angry to find out the scope of the fraud perpetrated upon them – and rightly so. The Receiver
and his staff over a long period of time have done their best to respond to and address a truly vast
number of investor complaints in every form from e-mails and letters to phone calls and personal
visits to the Receivership Entities.
11.

Nature and Length of the Professional Relationship with the Client

This factor does not really apply in a Receivership case.

The Receiver and his

professionals, of course, had no prior professional relationship with MBC, VSI or any of their
principals.
12.

Awards in Similar Cases.

There are no exact comparisons to the MBC Receivership. The Class Counsel in this
matter has received awards of 25% to 30% of the settlement amounts in the actions they have
pursued and in which the Receiver participated; however, they worked on a purely contingent fee
basis, and the settlement amounts were traditional common funds.
The Walco (Premium Sales) case, which was also an SEC receivership, is perhaps the
most analogous. A chart comparing and contrasting these two receivership is set forth on the
following page:
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MBC v. PREMIUM SALES
MBC RECEIVERSHIP

PREMIUM SALES RECEIVERSHIP

Receiver’s counsel (including the
Receiver) have received interim fee
awards totaling $3,876,081 at reduced
rates

Receiver’s counsel & class counsel
received interim fee awards totaling
$7,525,200 at reduced rates

$117,500,000 fund to distribute

$141,000,000 fund to distribute

Recovery is not entirely a traditional
common fund

Recovery was a traditional common fund

Receiver’s counsel preserved value by
defending investors from potential
losses of over $100 million in assets
and $18.5 million in death benefits

No defensive aspect involved

Involved fragmented litigation against
diverse defendants

Involved fragmented litigation against
diverse defendants

Involved difficult and sometimes
novel legal and factual issues

Involved difficult and sometimes novel
legal and factual issues

Counsel agreed not to seek any fees
for seeing case through to conclusion

Counsel agreed not to seek any fees for
seeing case through to conclusion

Award of 15% of fund of approx.
$100,705,6956 = $15,105,854 (less
$3,876,081 already paid =
$11,229,273 in net new fee award).

Receiver & Class Counsel awarded 15%
of common fund of $141 million = or
$21,178,277 (less $7,525,200 already
paid = $13,653,077 net new fee award)

In other words, by comparison to the Walco case a net fee award of approximately $12.1
million would apply in this case. In the end, though, the MBC case is sui generis. The Receiver
has submitted the declarations of two experts in support of this application. Bruce Greer, a
6

This figure does not include the approximately $20,850,000 in funds obtained based on the SEC’s
disgorgement orders against the former MBC principals. That is, $117,555,695 + approx. $4,000,000 from MBC
operating account - $20,850,000 = $100,705,695.
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highly experienced litigator and mediator in matters of comparable size and complexity, has
submitted a declaration analyzing the work performed by the Receiver and his counsel and the
results obtained from a variety of perspectives. See Exhibit D. Mr. Greer’s ultimate opinion is
that a net fee award of $11 to $12 million would be fair and reasonable under all of the
circumstances.
In addition, Fred Caruso, a highly experienced financial professional in bankruptcy and
receivership proceedings, has submitted a declaration that sets forth two comparisons. See
Exhibit E. First, it compares the MBC Receivership to another viatical receivership in which he
served in the position analogous to the receiver and concludes that, even though the MBC
Receivership was more complicated in many respects, it was completed with relevant costs that
were approximately $5.9 million less than the RRL receivership. Second, it compares the MBC
Receivership to a traditional bankruptcy proceeding and analyzes the maximum, additional net
fee award that a trustee would have been entitled to seek if this case had been conducted as a
bankruptcy, which would be between $13 and $15 million. Based on these comparisons, Mr.
Caruso renders an opinion that a net fee award of $10 to $12 million would be fair and
reasonable, subject to the court’s discretion, under all of the circumstances.
Finally, the Receiver is also mindful of the Court’s comments in Walco regarding the fee
experts presented in that case:
While the witnesses’ legal backgrounds are impressive, it is
extremely difficult for even a respected practicing attorney or an
academic with the highest credentials to review the voluminous
files for a few hours or even days and reach a definite conclusion
on the value of the attorneys' work. Because the Court continually
evaluated the case over a period of four years, and is intimately
familiar with the facts and circumstances surrounding its progress,
the Court’s assessment of the reasonable fee is based upon an
independent analysis.
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Walco, 975 F. Supp. at 1471. Ultimately, this Court itself, having presided over numerous and
frequent hearings on a variety of matters, having received an untold number of letters from
investors, is in the best position to judge the results in this case.
THE RECEIVER’S REQUESTED FEE ENHANCEMENT AWARD
Based on all of the information set forth above, and the supporting exhibits and affidavits
from experts, the Receiver is requesting the Court make a net final fee award to his counsel,
CHE and KTT, in the form of a joint award for counsel to divide, of $11,000,000 in new fees.
As with any request for fees from a fund that is intended to be distributed to compensate
the victims of a fraud, there is an inherent tension between maximizing the recovery for the
victims and fairly compensating the professionals whose work generated the pool of funds to be
distributed. The Receiver is mindful of this tension. However, the Receiver also respectfully
submits that, without the successful efforts of his counsel, the amounts that he would have
available to distribute to the victim investors would be far less and the damage to the portfolio of
insurance policies through loss or collateral attack from insurers would be far greater.
A.

Where Would the Fee Award Come From?

The Receiver notes that the MBC Operating Account currently has a balance of
approximately $4 million. These funds are comprised principally of interest that has been earned
on the MBC premium accounts and the MBC asset recovery account over the past several years.
Unlike VSI, MBC will not continue to operate when the Receivership is formally dissolved. The
funds in the MBC Operating Account are not needed to fund ongoing operations and can be used
towards paying the fee award requested. The balance of the award ($7,000,000) would come
from the Asset Recovery Pool. And assuming that the sale of VSI closes on September 15 – as it
should – the Receiver will receive the $1,000,000 in consideration paid for VSI. So, a total of
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approximately $6,000,000 would be depleted from the Asset Recovery Pool’s current balance.
B.

How Would This Affect the Investors’ Recovery?

The net effect of the final fee award on the investors’ recovery would not be significant.
Based on the Receiver’s best current estimates, in the absence of any fee award, the Sell
Investors can expect to recover approximately 23.23% of their dollars invested, and the Keep
Investors can expect to recover approximately 13.04% of their dollars invested plus whatever
they end up receiving from their policies. With the payment of the award, the Sell Investors can
still expect to recover approximately 22.29% and the Keep Investors can still expect to recover
approximately 12.10%. In other words, their recovery would be reduced by less than 1%
(0.94%). By way of example, a Sell Investor who invested $10,000 (a fairly typical amount)
with MBC can expect to receive approximately $2,322 in the absence of any fee award. The
requested final fee award would result in a recovery of approximately $2,228 to the investor. In
other words, it would cost the investor $94. The Receiver, of course, does not lightly request any
award that results in a reduction of the recovery to the investors who were the victims of MBC’s
fraud, no matter how small the reduction. However, in light of the extraordinary efforts that
went into this Receivership, and the extraordinary results produced, the Receiver respectfully
submits that the requested award is appropriate in this case.
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CONCLUSION
For all of the reasons set forth above and in the accompanying expert affidavits and
exhibits, the Receiver respectfully requests that the Court authorize the payment to Colson Hicks
Eidson and to Kozyak Tropin & Throckmorton of a final fee award of $11,000,000.

Respectfully submitted,
ROBERTO MARTINEZ, AS RECEIVER

___s/ Roberto Martínez_________________
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing motion was served
via CM/ECF to all parties of record in accordance with the attached Receiver’s Service List on
September 1, 2009.

______s/ Curtis B. Miner___________
Curtis B. Miner
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SERVICE LIST OF RECEIVER
Amie Riggle Berlin, Esq.
Senior Trial Counsel
Securities & Exchange Commission
801 Brickell Avenue, Suite 1800
Miami, Florida 33131
Fax: (305) 536-4154
E-mail: berlina@sec.gov

Michael A. Hanzman, Esq.
Kenvin Love, Esq.
Hanzman Criden Chaykin & Rolnick
7301 S.W. 57th Ct, Suite 515
South Miami, FL 33143
Fax: (305) 357-9050
E-mail: klove@hanzmancriden.com
Counsel for Scheck Investments LP.

Glenn S. Gitomer
McCausland Keen & Buckamn
259 N. Radnor-Chester Road
Suite 160 – Radnor Court
Radnor, PA 10987-5240

John H. Genovese, Esq.
Genovese Joblove & Battista, P.A.
100 S.E. 2nd Street, 36th Floor
Miami, Florida 33131
Fax: (305) 349-2310
Counsel for Great West Growth, LLC, et
al.

Victor M. Diaz, Jr., Esq.
Podhurst Orseck Josefsberg et al.
City National Bank Building
25 West Flagler St., Suite 800
Miami, FL 33130
Fax:(305) 358-2382
E-mail: vdiaz@podhurst.com
Counsel for Scheck Investments LP.

J. David Hopkins, Esq.
Lord, Bissell & Brook LLP
Suite 1900, The Prosecenium
1170 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
Fax: (404) 872-5547
E-mail: dhopkins@lordbissell.com
Counsel for Traded Life Policies Ltd.

Craig Rasile, Esq.
Hunton & WIlliams
E-Mail: azaron@hunton.com
crasile@hunton.com
ggitomer@mkbattorneys.com

Robert C. Gilbert, Esq.
7301 S.W. 57th Ct, Suite 515
Fax: (305) 529-1612
E-mail: rgilblaw@aol.com
Special Counsel for Scheck
Investments LP, et al.

Hilarie Bass, Esq.
Jacqueline Becerra, Esq.
Greenberg Traurig P.A.
1221 Brickell Avenue
Miami, Florida 33131
Fax: (305) 579-0717
E-mail: becerraj@gtlaw.com
bassh@gtlaw.com
Counsel for Union Planters Bank, N.A

Edward M. Mullins, Esq.
Daniella Friedman, Esq.
Astigarraga Davis Mullins
& Grossman, P.A.
701 Brickell Ave., 16th Floor
Miami, FL 33131
Fax: (305) 372-8202
E-mail: emullins@astidavis.com
dfriedman@astidavis.com

David Levine, Esq.
Jeffrey Schneider, Esq.
Tew Cardenas LLP
The Four Seasons Tower, 15th Floor
1441 Brickell Avenue
Miami, FL 33131
Fax: (305) 536-1116
E-mail: jcs@tewlaw.com
dml@tewlaw.com

Counsel for Securities & Exchange
Commission

Counsel for Charitable Concepts, Inc.

Pelayo M. Duran, Esq.
Law Office of Pelayo Duran, PA
4640 NW 7th Street
Miami, FL 33126
Tel: (305) 266-9780
ecf@duranandassociates.net
Counsel for Mr. Felipe
Ortiz-Cabrera

Co-counsel for Life Settlement Holding,
A.G.

Brian J. Stack, Esq.
Stack Fernandez Anderson & Harris,
P.A.
1200 Brickell Avenue, Suite 950
Miami, FL 33131-3255
Fax: (305) 371-0002
E-mail: bstack@stackfernandez.com
Counsel for Traded Life Policies Ltd.

William J. Gallwey, III, Esq.
Shutts & Bowen LLP
201 So. Biscayne Blvd., Suite 1500
Miami, FL 33131
Tel:(305) 347-7312
wgallwey@shuts.com
Counsel for Hartford Life & Annuity
Ins. Co.

Christopher J. Klein
Baur & Klein, P.A.
100 N. Biscayne Blvd. 21st Floor
Miami, FL 33132
Fax: (305) 371-4380
E-mail: cklein@worldwidelaw.com
Co-counsel for Life Settlement Holding,
A.G.

Daniel S. Mandel, Esq.
Mandel, Weisman, Heimberg &
Brodie, P.A.
Boca Corporate Center
2101 N.W. Corporate Blvd
Boca Raton, FL 33431
Dmandel@mandelweisman.com
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Eric Ellsley, Esq.
Krupnick Campbell Malone Roselli
Buser et al
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Fort Lauderdale Florida 33161
E-Mail: eellsley@krupnicklaw.com
Counsel for Certain Investors

Andrea S. Hartley, Esq.
Akerman Senterfitt
One Southeast Third Avenue, 25th FL
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Tel: (305) 374-5600
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JosephPatella@andrewskurth.com
Counsel for American Express Tax &
Business Services, Inc.

John W. Kellogg
Moye White LLP
16 Market Square, 6th FL
1400 16th Street
Denver, CO 80202
Tel: (303) 292-2900
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